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Parish environments present a number of potential hazards from sources, including: 

 Perfumes and other scents (potential allergens).   

 Slips, trips and falls.   

 Injuries from falling objects.   

Perfumes and other scents 

The best practice is to avoid the use of strong perfumes or other scents when interacting with 
the public.  When incense is used at either the Blessed Sacrament or the St. Agnes site, we 
use low smoke, low scent incense.   

Slips, Trips and Falls   

In Canada over 42,000 workers get injured annually due to fall accidents. This number 
represents about 17% of the "time-loss injuries" that were accepted by workers' compensation 
boards or commissions across Canada (based on statistics from Association of Workers' 
Compensation Boards of Canada, 2011).   

Statistics show that the majority (66%) of falls happen on the same level resulting from slips 
and trips.  The remaining 34% are falls from a height.  Falling down stairs is a risk for everyone, 
especially for parents with small children and for seniors.   

Slips 

Slips happen where there is too little friction or traction between the footwear and the walking 
surface. Common causes of slips are:   

 Wet surfaces – when floors in entrance areas are wet, either from rain of snow, or from 
a spill, this greatly increases the risk that someone will slip and fall.  When floors become 
wet, either from rain or snow, or from a spill, it is important to clean the wet floor 
immediately.  It is also important to clearly mark wet areas using a high visibility “cone” 
or other caution marker.   

 Weather hazards – it is important to either clear ice and snow from main walkways, or 
spread an ice melt product on main walkways.   

 Loose, unanchored rugs or mats – it is important to secure (tacking, taping, etc.) mats, 
rugs and carpets that do not lay flat.  Where a mat, rug or carpet cannot be secured, it 
is important to clearly mark the slip hazard using a high visibility “cone” or other caution 
marker.   

  

http://www.ccohs.ca/
http://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/hsprograms/scent_free.html
http://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/safety_haz/falls.html
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Trips   

Trips happen when your foot collides (strikes, hits) an object causing you to lose your balance 
and, eventually fall.   

Common causes of tripping are:   

 Poor lighting – all areas that are accessible by the public require adequate lighting 
whenever the public may be entering into those areas.  This includes stairways and 
aisles, as well as the Sanctuary, the Narthex, the Nave and the parish hall.  It is important 
to ensure that all available lighting is switched on in all of these areas whenever people 
may be accessing them.  Any dysfunctional lights must be reported to a member of the 
Pastoral Team or the Parish Staff immediately.   

 Clutter in your way – stored materials should not obstruct aisles, stairs, exits, fire 
equipment, or first aid stations. All storage areas should be clearly marked.  Keeping 
aisles and stairways clear is important.  Aisles and stairways must never be used for 
temporary "overflow" or "bottleneck" storage.  When boxes, chairs, or other items are 
placed in or directly near doorways, hallways or other pathways, this greatly increases 
the risk that someone will trip.   

 One common example of a trip hazard is when a banner is erected in the Sanctuary, 
and then is subsequently removed (as part of a procession, for instance).  Very often, 
the banner stand, a stand that is normally 1’ – 2’ in height, remains in the pathway that 
people must follow when entering or leaving the Sanctuary.  This creates a high level 
risk of tripping.  Once the banner has been removed, the banner stand needs to be 
stored in a location where no one will trip over it.   

 Wrinkled carpeting – all carpeting must lay flat on the surface, with no wrinkles or 
upturned corners.   

 Uncovered cables – any cable that runs across a walking area must be either secured 
to the floor in some manner, or covered.   

 Bottom drawers not being closed – all drawers must be closed when not immediately in 
use.  This includes when someone is accessing a drawer and then leaving that drawer 
unattended for any period of time.   

 Uneven walking surfaces (steps, thresholds) – any uneven walking surfaces must be 
reported to a member of the Pastoral Team or the Parish Staff immediately.   

Falls   

The major falling hazard in a parish setting is falling down a set of stairs.  Whenever someone 
is experiencing difficulty using the stairs, it is necessary to offer that person assistance in 
ascending or descending those stairs.  It is also important to recommend to such persons that 
they use the elevator.  Both the Blessed Sacrament and the St. Agnes site have an elevator 
for general use when accessing the entrance area, the Nave and the Hall.   

  

http://www.ccohs.ca/
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One common example of a fall hazard is where people are congregated at or near the top or 
the bottom step of a staircase.  This effectively blocks a person’s continued safe access to the 
hand rail, causing that person to have to release their grip and move over toward the middle of 
the staircase.  This can and has directly resulted in persons tripping and falling, resulting in 
physical injury.  People must be instructed to always move away from the top or bottom step 
of a staircase, and to congregate in an open area away from the stairway.   

Injuries from falling objects   

Whenever it is necessary to obtain any item that is stored above shoulder height, an approved 
climbing device (an approved ladder or a properly installed platform) must be used.  No one 
should ever attempt to climb onto a counter top or to climb on shelves in a lower cabinet.  All 
of the ladders at both the Blessed Sacrament and St. Agnes sites are secured in locked storage 
areas.  It is, therefore, necessary to contact a member of the Pastoral Team or the Parish Staff 
whenever anyone needs to access anything that is stored above shoulder height.   
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